2022 COMMISSION PRICING & POLICIES
Custom Portraits by Laura Bergsma

SCHEDULE
A Panting Portrait is a work of love and humor. In general, pieces take me between 40-80
hours of work time, So I try to schedule my commissioning calendar so that I can dedicate
focus on one image per month. Please expect at minimum one month for nishing your piece.

PRICING
Price ranges from $400 for a 10” Fine Art print up to $1200 for a 20” gallery wrapped canvas,
plus tax and shipping. Shipping charges vary depending on size and location. There will be an
additional cost for multiple pets in one portrait. Custom sizes also available if you have a
unique location or proportion you would like to make the image for.
Size

Fine Art Print

Gallery Wrapped Canvas

8x10 or 10x10

$400

$450

11x14 or 12x12

$550

$625

16x20 or 16x16

$750

$900

20x24 or 20x20

$950

$1200

POLICIES
Payment is accepted through check, credit card, or PayPal. A 50% deposit is required before
your portrait is started. The remaining payment is due before your image is printed. The artist
retains the copyright for the image and reproducing the image for commercial purposes is
illegal.

PROCEDURE
Once I receive your completed commission form, jpeg les (photos of your furry friend) and a
50% deposit, the fun begins!
If you have provided a clear vision of what you want: I will start by sending you an initial
rough line sketch for your approval, where you may write back anything you may want altered
before I begin detail work.
If you have left the dreaming up to me: (daydreaming is one of my best skills!) then I will start
with a verbal vision description and send it to your for your approval before I start my sketch.
I draw my images by hand using a digital program and screen called a Cintiq. This allows for
some exibility in sizing and you will receive a one-of-a-kind print either on ne art paper for
framing or as a gallery wrapped canvas. Once the drawing is complete, I will send you a jpeg
sneak peek for review. At this point you can make any last alterations in the background color
or the placing of any text, and then it is o to print.
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I hope your Panting Portrait will keep you in stitches!

